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Last week, Business Insider reported 1 that Nest Secure, a connected home security and alarm system
device, contains a microphone, the presence of which Google had not disclosed to customers. 

Reportedly, the microphone's existence was revealed when Google announced that the company would 

be enabling voice-activated Google Assistant features on Nest devices, which would only be possible if 

the devices contained microphones. However, the technical specifications given to purchasers of Nest 

Secure devices did not list a microphone as a component. Google has stated that the omission of the 

microphone from the technical specifications of the product was "an error." 

In recent years, consumers have become increasingly concerned about the ability of large technology 

companies to collect and use personal data about them without their knowledge. Therefore, it is 

critically important that companies like Google be completely transparent with consumers, and provide 

full disclosure of all technical specifications of their products at the point of sale. Last September, 

Google's chief privacy officer testified at a hearing before the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation (Senate Commerce Committee) that "transparency is a core value of our 

approach to serving users." That is why Google's failure to disclose a microphone within its Nest 

Secure product raises serious questions about its commitment to consumer transparency and disclosure. 

As members of the Senate Commerce Committee, which has jurisdiction over consumer privacy and 

technology, conducting oversight of instances in which consumers' trust may have been violated is a 

priority. Moreover, even if Google was not using the Nest Secure microphone to record any information 

or it was turned off by default, there is still risk that hackers or other outside entities could have 

activated the microphone to illicitly record information. As consumer technology becomes ever more 

advanced, it is essential that consumers know the capabilities of the devices they are bringing into their 

homes so they can make informed choices. 

1 Nick Bastone, Google says the built-in microphone it never told Nest users about was 'never supposed to be a secret,' 
BUSINESS INSIDER (Feb. 19, 2019). 




